Home Learning – Reception Class Summer Term Week 2

Maths

We have set out each week's learning as a series of suggested daily activities. However, the time may look very different for each family. Building in time to look after each other, be physical, creative and relax is
as important as completing the set activities. You need to decide what works for you and your family. You could do more of the activities on one day and fewer on another, or you may find it helpful to have a more
structured approach. It may help to give clear times for doing activities and clear times for breaks.

Monday
Going on a shape hunt around the
home.
Are they 2D or 3D? Can we name
draw them or make them?

Topic

Writing

Spelling &
Handwriting

Reading

Alphabet Code

/ear/ sound
Watch the video below.
Practise forming the code for /ear/ in cursive.
Write 3 sound lines in the home learning book.
Read out the words ‘fear’ and ‘dear’ for the children
to write.
Write 2 sentences containing each of the words.
https://central.espresso.co.uk/espresso/primary_uk
/subject/module/video/item76736/gradef/module6
2767/index.html
username: student21597
password: ccpc123

Tuesday

Wednesday

Write a pair of numbers that add up to
10. ___ + ___ = 10 Then, write another
pair that also add up to 10. Then another
pair and another pair. Find all pairs of
numbers.

John has 6 cherries. Robert has 5
more cherries than John. How
many cherries does Robert have?
Draw a picture to show how you
solved this problem. What number
sentence did you use to solve it?

/ear/ sound
Find the words with the
/ear/ sound

/ear/ sound

https://central.espresso.co.uk/espresso/prim
ary_uk/subject/module/activity/item802463/
gradef/module62767/index.html
username: student21597 password: ccpc123

Thursday
My friend baked 10 cupcakes
for the cake sale. He sold 7 of
them and then he ate 2 of
them! How many were left?

/ear/ sound

Friday
My friend is finding it tricky to
find all the numbers in these
fact families, can you help?

/ear/ sound

Find and write the /ear/
words.
See below – not all of the
words contain the /ear/
sound!

Read the story below with
a grown up and highlight
the words containing the
/ear/ sound.

Correct formation of
numbers 0-10.

Correct formation of
numbers 11-20.

Practise writing your first
and surname using correct
letter formation.

Write a rhyme
See the example below & write
a list of as many rhyming pairs
as you can. See if you can make
it to the bottom of the page.
cat-mat, bin-pin, frog-log, moppop, etc

Write a story
See the example below. Rainbows
are appearing in lots of people’s
windows to make people smile.
Write a story describing something
amazing that you find at the end of
the rainbow. Draw a picture to
match.

RE
Watch ‘Jesus Calms the Storm’.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=ZzPwRXytr7U
Christians believe that God doesn’t
want us to be afraid and sent Jesus
to earth to rescue everyone. Draw
and label a picture of the people in
our lives who rescue us.
Reflection:
How does it feel to be rescued?

Personal, Social + Emotional
Development
Make a certificate for someone
in your family. What have they
done to make you proud?
Make yourself one too – what
have you done this week you
are proud of?

Can you find the real
words & nonsense
words?
See below

Make sure you have some quiet time for daily reading of your own book.
Listen to book a day with CBBC Story time
Write letters of the alphabet
uppercase and lowercase a-m.

Write letters of the alphabet
uppercase and lowercase n-z.

Write a book review.
See the example below. Write about your
favourite book. Who are the characters in the
story? Where is the story set? Tell a friend
what you liked and why they should read it.

Write instructions
Choose something to cook! You could
bake a cake or make a sandwich. Write
instructions on how to make it. Use time
words (first, then, next after that,
finally).

Understanding of the World
Watch some time-lapse videos of plants growing.
Can you pretend to be a growing plant and film your
own time lapse? What plants can you see outside
that have changed this week?
Art and Design
Draw the view from a window at home- what can you
see? Is it the same at all times in the day? Look from
different parts of the room. What do you see from
different places? How does it change?

Understanding of the World
Missing treasure
Make a treasure map to find a hidden
toy or hide some special treasure in your
house. Make sure you give some clues
and labels to make the map easy to use.

Be a superhero for a day
Draw a picture of a superhero and
write sentences to describe him or
her. Write about what powers you
would have if you were a
superhero and what adventures
you would go on.
History
Family History Project
Either continue to interview your
family members or if you collected
enough information last
week, then decide how to record all
you have found out… if you have any
photos do include these too.

Choose one of the challenges to do with your family! Remember to take photographs and videos to share with your class teacher!
Click on the link ‘Everything is Interesting’ on the website’

Useful sound mats to help you with your writing:

Monday Writing:

Thursday Writing:

Friday Writing:

Wednesday Alphabet Code

Thursday Alphabet Code

Friday Alphabet Code

